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 Sponsored Brand Video is a relatively new ad format that 
incorporates video ads into search results on Amazon.  
Originally, this was called Video in Search but recently was 
rebranded to Sponsored Brand Video.  Initially, this ad unit only 
appeared on iOS devices in the Amazon app. It was then 
released to the android Amazon app and it is now available in 
desktop environments too.  

What Are SBV Ads?

https://advertising.amazon.com/resources/ad-specs/en/sponsored-brands-video


1. Scroll-stopping power.  Amazon shoppers are used to standard 
product listings.  SB Video provides a stark contrast to the rest of the 
page.  These ad units are serious scroll-stoppers.  
 
2. Demonstrate your product better than any single image can.  
Images are great, but nothing can compare with the demonstration 
power of video.  Before someone makes a purchase they need 
confidence that the product will do what they need it to do.  A video 
demonstration gives confidence in ways that images and text alone 
can’t.  
 
3. Great ACoS.  For our clients running SB Video ads we’re seeing 
some of the lowest ACoS of any ad type.  CPCs and ACoS are usually 
lower for SB Video than even Sponsored Product Ads.   
 
4. Solid new-to-brand performance. Currently SB Videos all show 
below the fold. On desktop they show significantly below the fold. 
Usually people searching for your brand will click one of the listings at 
the top of the search results. For the most part it’s shoppers who don’t 
know what they want who scroll down and will encounter your SB 
Video ads.

4 Reasons SB Video 
Ads are So Powerful



Currently, SB Video ads are part of an open Beta program. You should 
have access to SB video ads now in your account. If not, an agency like 
ours can help you get access, or you can contact your Amazon rep. 
Here’s how to select the SB Video ad type. If you don’t see the Video Beta 
option under Sponsored Brands then you’ll need help from someone at 
Amazon or an agency.

Accessing the Beta

Targeting Options for Sponsored Brand Video Ads

 Your targeting options for SB Video are currently the same as any 
Sponsored Brand ad, so you can target by keyword or ASIN or Auto.



Tips for a Great 
SB Video Ad
1. Tell the story without sound - SB Video ads appear with the 
sound muted by default.  Shoppers can unmute the videos at any 
time, but you need to plan on the video standing on its own without 
sound.  Superimposed text on the screen and clear product 
demonstrations can tell the main selling points without someone 
needing to hear a narrator or spokesperson.  
 
2. Demonstrate the product.  Think QVC, not Madison Avenue.  This 
is not the next Super Bowl commercial, this is a product 
demonstration.   Remember you are reaching customers who are 
actively searching for your product.  Large scale productions, 
slice-of-life ads, and special effects aren’t necessary.  Showing your 
product in action in the environment it was designed for is ideal.  
Show your kitchen product at work in the kitchen.  Show your pet 
product with a cute pet using it and loving it.  Clear and 
straightforward is way more important than being creative.  

3. Show, don’t tell.  Talking head videos aren’t the best here.  
Shoppers want to see your product and see it in action.  Show your 
product from different angles and in motion if appropriate.  Think 
like a boardwalk salesperson like Billy Mays. 



4. Keep it short and simple.  15-30 seconds is usually all you need 
to properly demonstrate your products and drive interest.  
Anything longer than 60 seconds is likely overkill for this ad unit.  

5. Use tight framing.  Close product shots and tight framing are 
your friend.  These videos show up in the search results with no 
option to make the video full screen.  Mostly these ads are 
showing on mobile devices.  But even on desktop these ads are 
more effective with close shots of your product.  If you design your 
video to work great on mobile, the closeups will still be effective 
on desktop.   

6. Make the benefits instantly obvious.  The benefits should be 
instantly obvious and should come to life.  Remember people buy 
what your product does for them.  People don’t want dog toys, 
they want happy, healthy dogs and they want to feel like great dog 
owners.  Show close ups of the product with a happy dog and a 
dog parent enjoying the process.  

Tips for a Great 
SB Video Ad



Good examples
● Mediflow Memory Foam Pillow
● Freshcap Mushrooms
● Neater Pets

Examples that need just a few tweaks
● Happy & Polly Dog Leashes (some great visuals mixed with visuals 

that are too small for mobile) 
● Standing Desks - TechOrbits (solid video, but text overlays are way too 

small)

SBV Ad Examples

https://youtu.be/VlZ3cRLIFj8
https://youtu.be/461ECCzxgOg
https://youtu.be/YXf8qPuLIj0
https://youtu.be/ymVkpT81hLY
https://youtu.be/kbkvTMXag4E


That’s a Wrap!
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WANT TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT AMAZON DSP or SBV 
ADS?

Schedule a strategy session with 
one of our Amazon experts today.
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https://www.omgcommerce.com/contact

